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STEEP CLIMB: ON BJP AND THE DARJEELING HILLS 
Darjeeling and Gorkha politics will test the BJP’s vision for West Bengal and beyond 

 

 The three seats of Darjeeling, Kalimpong and Kurseong in the Darjeeling hills of West Bengal may 

count for little numerically in the State Assembly of 294 members, but their political significance is a 

different story. The demand for a separate Gorkhaland State in the hills has singularly driven politics 

among the Gorkha population for more than three decades now. The agitation has been often violent. In 

2017, during the last eruption of violence, the hills were in blockade for 104 days and several people 

were killed. The BJP’s close involvement with Gorkha politics suggests that it has certain plans for the 

region, which could have ripples in other parts of the country where demands for autonomy or separate 

States exist. It was in Darjeeling that the BJP got its foothold into West Bengal. From 2009 to 2019, the 

region sent a BJP member to the Lok Sabha. The BJP’s traditional position in favour of smaller States 

created an affinity for it, but more importantly, the fact that it had little stake in West Bengal politics in 

general allowed it to be experimental here. Though it never declared in clear terms its support for a 

separate State, by maintaining an ambiguous stance, it became acceptable to an expanding segment of 

the hill population. In 2014, then BJP prime ministerial nominee Narendra Modi said he shared the 

dreams of the Gorkhas, and the BJP later on shifted to a promise of ‘permanent political solution’. Home 

Minister Amit Shah campaigned in the hills and reiterated the promise. Chief Minister Mamata Banerjee 

stayed away from campaigning, avoiding the contentious question. 

 

 The politics in the hills is framed in antagonistic terms with the Bengali population in the plains. 

Any concession to the Gorkhas, let alone a separate State, can be viewed unsympathetically by the rest 

of the population. The two experiments in the past of allowing autonomy to the region under the 

Darjeeling Gorkha Hill Council from 1988-2012, and the Gorkhaland Territorial Administration 

established in 2012, more than mitigating the grievance of the Gorkhas, splintered their politics. The 

Gorkha Janmukti Morcha which dominated politics in the region is divided into two factions — one led 

by its founder Bimal Gurung and other by Binay Tamang and Anit Thapa. Ms. Banerjee’s TMC is said to 

be in alliance with both factions, which means little more than creating confusion. The Gorkha National 

Liberation Front (GNLF), the party set up by Subhas Ghising who started the agitation, is an ally of the 

BJP. The experiments of alliances and self-governance led to an erosion of trust in local leaders. While 

Gorkha politics view Bengali leaders of all parties with suspicion, they have bought into the nationalist 

politics of the BJP to some extent. The BJP has emerged as a serious player in West Bengal and will 

remain so in the near future. Darjeeling will test its agility and vision, certainly for the State, but 

probably beyond its borders too. 

DEFINITIONS: 

 

 steep (adjective) – sudden, sharp, rapid. 

 climb (noun) – growth, rise, expansion. 

 count for (phrasal verb) – be worth; have 

value/significance. 

 count for little (phrase) – relating to 

something which has little 

value/significance. 

 singularly (adjective) – remarkably, 

noticeably, particularly, extremely. 

 drive (verb) – force, compel, prompt. 

 decade (noun) – a period of ten years. 

 agitation (noun) – (public) protest. 

 eruption (noun) – outbreak, outburst, flare-

up, upsurge. 

 blockade (noun) – barricade, barrier; 

obstacle/impediment. 
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 (economic) blockade (noun) – disruption of 

the economic activities (e.g. supply of 

essential goods and others) of an area. 

 ripple (noun) – a certain feeling that spreads 

through (like a series of waves). 

 autonomy (noun) – self-government, self-

rule, independence, freedom. 

 foothold (noun) – grip, anchorage, purchase, 

support. 

 in favour of (phrase) – in support of, to the 

advantage of, approve of. 

 affinity (noun) – empathy, rapport, 

sympathy; relationship, bond, connection. 

 stake (noun) – share, interest, involvement, 

concern (in a situation/system). 

 in general (phrase) – as a whole, generally, 

normally. 

 ambiguous (adjective) – arguable, 

debatable, equivocal, ambivalent; unclear, 

puzzling. 

 stance (noun) – position, approach, opinion, 

standpoint. 

 segment (noun) – section, portion, part, 

division. 

 nominee (noun) – candidate. 

 campaign (verb) – canvass, electioneer, 

solicit (ask for/request) votes. 

 reiterate (verb) – repeat, say again, restate. 

 stay away from (phrasal verb) – avoid, to not 

get involved in. 

 contentious (adjective) – controversial, 

disputable, debatable, disputed. 

 frame (verb) – formulate, plan, devise, work 

out, orchestrate. 

 antagonistic (adjective) – hostile, inimical, 

opposed. 

 plain (noun) – flatland. 

 concession (noun) – favour, right, privilege; 

granting of something. 

 let alone (phrase) – to say nothing of; not to 

mention. 

 unsympathetically (adverb) – 

disagreeably/objectionably, antagonistically, 

opposedly/inimically. 

 mitigate (verb) – reduce, lessen, decrease, 

make less severe. 

 Darjeeling Gorkha Hill Council (DGHC) 

(1988-2012) (noun) – Darjeeling Gorkha Hill 

Council (DGHC), was set up under ‘The 

Darjeeling Gorkha Hill Council Act, 1988’ 

notified by the Government of West Bengal 

on 15.10.1988. The hill areas under DGHC 

comprised of the three hill Sub-Divisions of 

Darjeeling District, viz, Darjeeling, Kalimpong 

and Kurseong and 13 Mouzas of Siliguri Sub-

Division of that District. It allowed autonomy 

to the region and for the “social, economic, 

educational and cultural advancement” of 

the people of these regions. The DGHC was 

given executive power to oversee public 

works, health, agriculture, water resources, 

forest management and other administrative 

functions in these hills areas. 

 Gorkhaland Territorial Administration, 2012 

(noun) – The Gorkhaland Territorial 

Administration Act, 2011 (come into force 

with effect from 15.03.2012) has provided 

for the establishment of Gorkhaland 

Territorial Administration for the region 

comprising the three subdivisions Darjeeling, 

Kalimpong, Kurseong and some Mouzas of 

Siliguri subdivision in the District of 

Darjeeling. The objective is to establish an 

autonomous self-governing body to 

administer the region so that the socio-

economic, infrastructural, educational, 

cultural and linguistic development is 

expedited and the ethnic identity of Gorkhas 

established, thereby achieving all-round 

development of the people of the region. 

 grievance (noun) – complaint, criticism, 

problem, objection/protest. 

 splinter (verb) – separate, break away (into 

smaller groups). 

 faction (noun) – group, section, division 

(within a larger group). 

 alliance (noun) – association, union, 

partnership. 

 set up (phrasal verb) – establish, create, 

institute. 

 ally (noun) – partner, supporting (political) 

party (with common interests). 
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 lead to (verb) – result in, cause, bring on, 

give rise to. 

 erosion (noun) – disintegration, 

deterioration, decline, undermining/ 

weakening. 

 suspicion (noun) – misgiving, doubt/qualm, 

distrust, scepticism. 

 bring into (verb) – result in, cause, bring 

about, create. 

 nationalist (noun/adjective) – relating to 

nationalism. 

 nationalism (noun) – it refers to a system 

(with a narrow set of ideas) created by a 

group of people who believe their nation is 

superior to all others. It is also a perception 

of national superiority and an orientation 

toward national dominance- called 

chauvinism (excessive nationalism). 

 agility (noun) – quickness, swiftness, 

dexterity, deftness. 

 probably (adverb) – most likely, in all 

likelihood, all things considered, perhaps. 

************************************************************************************* 

EXITING AFGHANISTAN: ON U.S. TROOP PULLOUT 
The U.S. pullout without any settlement leaves the Taliban stronger 

 

 By announcing that all U.S. troops would be pulled out of Afghanistan by September 11, 

President Joe Biden has effectively upheld the spirit of the Trump-Taliban deal, rather than defying it. In 

the agreement between the Trump administration and the insurgents in February 2020, U.S. troops 

were scheduled to pull back by May 1, in return for the Taliban’s assurance that they would not let 

terrorist groups such as al-Qaeda and the Islamic State operate on Afghan soil. When Mr. Biden ordered 

a review of the U.S.’s Afghan strategy, there was speculation that he would delay the pullout at least 

until there was a political settlement. But he chose an orderly pullout — the remaining troops (officially 

2,500) will start leaving Afghanistan on May 1, with a full withdrawal by September 11. Besides the U.S. 

troops, the thousands of coalition troops under the NATO’s command are also expected to pull back 

along with the Americans. Mr. Biden’s push to revive the peace talks between the Afghan government 

and the Taliban has hit a roadblock. A U.S.-initiated, UN-led regional peace conference is scheduled to 

take place in Ankara, Turkey, on April 24. But the Taliban have made it clear that they will not participate 

in it, and have threatened to step up attacks if the U.S. did not meet the May 1 withdrawal deadline. It is 

not clear whether the peace conference will go through without the Taliban’s participation and what it 

would achieve even if it goes through without the Taliban. 

 

 This leaves the already shaky Ghani government in an even more precarious situation. After 

September, the government will be left with itself on the battleground against the Taliban. For now, Mr. 

Ghani has held together the powerful sections of the state and society against the Taliban at least in the 

provincial capitals. But once the Americans are gone, the balance of power in the stalemated conflict 

could shift decisively in favour of the Taliban. In the recent past, whenever the Taliban overran cities, 

U.S. air power was crucial in driving them back. The country is already witnessing a series of targeted 

killings of journalists, activists and other civil society members opposed to the Taliban. This does not 

mean that the government is on the verge of collapse. The U.S. has promised that it would continue 

remote assistance to the government. The role of regional players such as Russia, China and India, which 

have a shared interest in a stable Afghanistan, will also be crucial in deciding the country’s future. But 

one thing is certain: the U.S., despite all its military might, has lost the war and its withdrawal, without 

any settlement or even a peace road map, leaves the Taliban stronger and the government weaker. That 

is an ominous sign. 
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DEFINITIONS: 

 

 pullout (noun) – departure, withdrawal, 

retreat, disengagement, exit. 

 settlement (noun) – agreement, deal, 

arrangement; resolution, solution. 

 pull out (phrasal verb) – withdraw, retreat, 

get/move out. 

 effectively (adverb) – practically, virtually, in 

effect, all but. 

 uphold (verb) – confirm, endorse/approve, 

vindicate/validate. 

 spirit (noun) – real/true meaning, intention, 

essence. 

 rather than (phrase) – instead of. 

 insurgent (noun) – dissenter, agitator/rioter, 

subversive. 

 pull back (phrasal verb) – withdraw, retreat, 

disengage. 

 in return for (phrase) – in exchange for. 

 strategy (noun) – plan of action (in order to 

achieve a more expansive set of political, 

economic, and security interests). 

 speculation (noun) – prediction, guesswork, 

opinion/thought. 

 orderly (adjective) – well organized, 

methodical, systematic, careful. 

 besides (preposition/linking adverb) – in 

addition to, as well, apart from. 

 coalition (noun) – alliance, union, 

partnership. 

 North Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO) 

(noun) – NATO was created in 1949 by the 

United States, Canada, and several Western 

European nations to provide collective 

security against the Soviet Union. 

 command (noun) – authority, control, 

power; order, instruction, directive. 

 push (noun) – effort, initiative, drive. 

 revive (verb) – reintroduce, reinitiate, bring 

back. 

 hit (verb) – crash into, run into, bang into, 

collide with. 

 roadblock (noun) – barrier, hindrance, 

obstruction. 

 hit a roadblock (phrase) – stop, stall. 

 make clear (phrase) – explain, clarify, 

elucidate. 

 step up (phrasal verb) – increase, intensify, 

scale up, escalate. 

 go through (phrasal verb) – be carried 

through, be officially completed. 

 shaky (adjective) – faltering, unsteady, weak, 

precarious. 

 precarious (adjective) – risky, dangerous, 

unsafe; hazardous, perilous, unreliable. 

 leave (verb) – abandon; left to oneself 

means “be alone”. 

 hold together (phrasal verb) – cause 

something to remain united. 

 provincial (adjective) – regional, territorial. 

 stalemated (adjective) – deadlocked, 

standstilled, checkmated. 

 decisively (adverb) – definitely. 

 in favour of (phrase) – in support of, to the 

advantage of, approve of. 

 overrun (verb) – invade, occupy, overwhelm, 

swamp, spread over (a place in large 

numbers). 

 drive back (phrasal verb) – fight off, repulse, 

rebuff, repel, oppose. 

 activist (noun) – a person who supports a 

political or societal change/cause. 

 civil society (noun) – civil society refers to 

the space for collective action around shared 

interests, purposes, and values, generally 

distinct from government and commercial 

for-profit actors. 

 verge (noun) – edge, border, margin, limit. 

 shared interest (noun) – mutual benefit. 

 might (noun) – strength, force, power. 

 road map (noun) – schedule of a (complex) 

program. 

 ominous (adjective) – threatening, 

menacing, inauspicious, unpromising, 

unfavourable.  
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